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Acclaimed Yorkshire singer-songwriter returns with a new single 
and EP   
Following the success of last year’s debut album Blink, Yorkshire singer-songwriter Boo Sutcliffe is back with a new 
single and EP, some new collaborators and a new sound.  
 
The single, “You’re The Same As Me” (8 April 2022), has a largely up-beat feel, fused with a strong country sensibility 
and Boo’s trademark “lyrics of subtly and depth” (RnR Magazine).  

Originally written as a moody guitar number, “You’re The Same As Me” morphed into a lively romp through americana, 
indie-pop and electronica when home-recorded, then mixed by industry pro Carl Rosamond (Wedding Present, etc). 
“You don’t always know where a song’s going to take you”, says Boo. “I started experimenting with the instrumentation 
– messing with an electric piano and synth bass – and it seemed to bring out different qualities in the lyrics. It became 
a much more joyous affair, though I think there’s still a little taste of melancholia left in there”. 

Boo shares lead vocals on the track with Claire Helm, the possessor of a mighty voice and an intriguing CV, including: 
The Rocky Horror Show (West End, London), Coronation Street (ITV) and “Cheryl Avenue” in That Peter Kay Thing 
(C4).    

“You’re The Same As Me” is taken from the EP of the same name (June 2022) which includes contributions from 
Claire Helm on all 4 tracks.  

Artwork and video  
The video for the single features Boo and Claire on location in rural Marsden, Yorkshire. The real story though, is 
revealed in the time-lapse footage of artist Puy Soden, filmed as she painted the cover art for the single and EP. Puy’s 
only brief was an MP3 of the song. “We had no idea what she’d come up with but whatever it was, it was all going to 
be captured on film”, says Boo. “It was a collaborative affair, led by Puy, and luckily, we all think the end result is 
stunning. It still makes me smile every time I look at it”.  

The video was edited and shot by Roger Kinder of Fat Mustard Films using a drone and some super-slow-motion 
film linked to speeded-up audio of the song, to create an eerie sync effect. It also involved lots of walking backwards 
while brandishing a camera attached to a Gimbal electronic stabilisation unit. Footage in the artist’s studio was 
provided by Briggsy.    

Boo Sutcliffe 
Known as a captivating live performer, Boo Sutcliffe has supported the likes of Dan Reed, The Breath and The Green 
Rock River Band. Pre-pandemic, he played a marathon 6 gigs in 2 days at Holmfirth Folk Festival.  

His debut album Blink (2021) ranged freely across indie, pop, folk and Americana, and the critics loved it.  
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Praise for Boo Sutcliffe and Blink 
“A gorgeous album” Noel Casey, Dublin City FM


4 stars. “An artist worth watching” RnR Magazine 
 
“Blink is an inspiration” Lizzie Jenkins, BCB 

 
"Simply brilliant" Russ Evans, Ridge Radio

 
“Blink is astonishing” Aldora Records fanzine

 
“Beautifully crafted songs” Rev Jim, East End Community Radio


Credits 
“You’re The Same As Me” 
Words and music: Boo Sutcliffe 
 
Produced and performed by Boo Sutcliffe with Claire Helm sharing lead vocals 
 
Mixed and mastered by Carl Rosamond 
From the EP You’re The Same As Me  (June 2022) 
 
Cover artwork: Puy Soden 
Video: Roger Kinder, Fat Mustard Films 

“You’re The Same As Me” 
Click the image to watch the video:  
 

(ends) 
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